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Not since their phenomenally successful Moosewood Restaurant Low-Fat Favorites has Ithaca,

New Yorkâ€™s, famed Moosewood Collective assembled such a comprehensive and appealing

group of recipes -- all brand-new. Crowd-pleasing fare like Moosewood Muffins, savory risottos,

satisfying main-dish salads, and two dozen one-dish meals are just some of the standout recipes in

this indispensable collection of easy-to-make dishes. From breakfast to snacks, quick dinners and

showstopping entreÃ©s to homey desserts, these are recipes cooks will reach for time and

again.As always, Moosewood Collectiveâ€™s enticing, flavorful fare draws on a diversity of culinary

traditions. The flavors of Asia, Africa, Europe, and the Americas make for food that is up-to-date and

exciting.Complete with fascinating bits of multicultural food lore, time-saving tips, and interesting

side notes gleaned from The Collectiveâ€™s many years as culinary pioneers, Moosewood

Restaurant New Classics is an essential resource for every contemporary cook.
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Is this a "new classic" and what's in this book for the average cook who wants to cook vegetarian

food? This heavy tome is packed with useful recipes and is all over the map, both ethnically and in

types of recipes. As other Moosewood cookbooks, this is a vegetarian cookbook, but with asides

into fish, which I don't mind--being one who limits meat but has not problem eating it. Some people

do view fish as living creatures, which, of course, they certainly are.What's also new here compared

to the dairy-laden earlier books is a venture into a few vegan recipes that leave out all milk, egg and



other animal-source product, including a recipe for very useful mock sour cream. So there's a little

something for everyone, vegetarian, limited vegetarian and even vegan. The recipes tend to the

family-style rather than super-gourmet.One of the most useful recipes for me is a vegetable broth.

This is a very good recipe base all kinds of soups. I despise the taste of canned broths and it's a

nuisance to make chicken stock from scratch. Vegetable stock freezes well and this recipe makes a

particularly flavorful version, using carrots, onions, celery, potatoes and garlic. The potatoes, in

particular add consistency to the broth. The recipe offers either sweet potato or carrot for that

sweet-spicy element and the sweet potato version also adds body to the broth. There is a version

for mock-chicken broth, and an Asian ginger flavored broth base as well.Italian dishes dominate the

recipes, lots of pasta sauces, including a vegetarian kind of Bolognese (meat gravy), a good basic

tomato sauce, frittatas, risottos and cioppino fish stew. There are also plenty of diversions into

novelties such as an interesting peach salsa.The breads lean more to biscuits and cornbread than

to yeast breads and the dessert section is loaded with cookies. There are also sections on

sandwiches, wraps and mock burgers.In summary, this is a very good vegetarian-based home

cooking book, maybe something like Joy of Cooking - Veggie-Style. In that respect, this is a new

classic, and certainly found a welcome home on my cooking bookshelf.

I bought this volume, along with another Moosewood collection, a little over a month ago. To say

that I'm totally hooked would be an understatement. I've done more than twenty five of their

wonderful recipes. Most are SO good I can't wait to make them again, but I keep finding more and

more new ones to do and never get back to them. The soups in here are simply extraordinary,

wonderful bean soups, rich vegetable soups, and the many vegetable sides are their equal.I

suspect that Jane Brody's excellent Good Food Book, my kitchen bible, has been displaced by the

Gospel according to Moosewood.

I bought this cookbook recently and have already tried about a dozen of the recipes. The strawberry

salad dressing was excellent, even made with frozen berries. The Greek lasagna with eggplant and

chocolate cherry biscotti also were quite good. I made the asparagus leek strudel for guests, and

the entire panful was devoured in no time flat. The recipes that I've tried have been interesting and

well-seasoned as written. I have even enjoyed just sitting at the kitchen table, reading this cookbook

like it's a novel.

This book could be great, like so many of their others, but I think that it's gimmicky in that they rely



way too much on soy products in this one. I'm all for adding soy to foods if it belongs there, but not if

it is added just to add nutrition only. It can really ruin the texture of a dish, but they claim repeatedly

that "no one will even know it's in there!" I think that if you have to hide something in your food,

maybe it shouldn't be there at all. The one good thing about this, though, is that there are a lot of

dishes for vegans in here.Where they don't rely on the soy gimmick, the food has been really

wonderful, as always. Try these: lemon ricotta pancakes, Indian curried potato wrap, marinated feta

with pita, and Muhallabia (cardamom-cinnamon) ice cream.

The first recipe I tried in this book was the Moosewood Muffins -- which I have now made over fifty

times. Yes, they are that good! I actually wrote out the recipe and taped it on a kitchen cupboard so

it would always be handy. You can vary it to include *anything*. Even graham crackers. Even three

different types of nuts. It accomodates everything; that recipe is magic.And all of the other recipes in

this book are fabulous too. Like every Moosewood cookbook, there is a lot of variation; expect this

book to take you everywhere from France, to Japan, and back to America for some vegetarian

down home cookin'. The few fish recipes that are included are also excellent.There are also menu

suggestions, which make planning meals easy. And the recipes in this book are also more simple

than The Moosewood Restaurant Daily Special or Moosewood Restaurant Celebrates -- though not

quite as much as Moosewood Restaurant Simple Suppers, so it's a good middle ground.If you like

cooking, and you also love eating, and you want the food you serve to be healthy and delicious -- I

highly recommend this book.

I bought this book a few months ago and use it at least three times a week. It includes everything

from dips to desserts, to larger dinner dishes that can be made and refigerated and brought to work

for a cheerful, filling break in the day!I have even convinced my dad that you don't need to put meat

in every meal to make things taste good. My personal favorites are the lasagna primavera, italian

gratin, vegan chocolate cake, apple zuchini muffins...I guess I could go on and on!good stuff here. I

recommend it to anyone who likes to cook, eat, and feel healthy afterward.
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